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The past few months have been busy Texas F I a i r
for EASNA. In June we renegotiated
our agreement with the Council On
Accreditation (COA). COA is now the
accrediting body, with EASNA
functioning as a supporting organiza-
tion to COA on EAP accreditation. A
significant reason for this change in
the agreement is to ensure that the
EAP accreditation process is as
objective as possible, making
accreditation of programs attractive to
more EAPs. EASNA will remain active
on COA's EAP standards advisory
committee.

In August, both the EASNA and EAPA
board of directors agreed to form a
joint task force to explore areas of
mutual interest. The task force is
made up of three memuers from each
board and is focused, at this time, on
gaining mutual knowledge of the two
organizations. The full boards of
EASNA and EAPA will meet together
in Boston in October. This is a
meeting that has been long incoming,
and the timing is right for both
organizations.

In my June column, I wrote about the
strategic planning process EASNA
has initiated. Under the direction of
Donna Scotten, Account Executive
with FGI, we have spent four months
collecting survey information from
members and other stakeholders to
help us get a clear picture of where
we are and some direction for where

The formation of the Host Committee for the 2003 EASNA Institute began before the
2002 Institute in Quebec City had even begun last spring. As of September 2002, the
Host Committee (which is a subset of the larger Institute Planning Committee} had
been full speed ahead in its work of securing mailing lists for the Institute promotion,
soliciting sponsors and exhibitors and developing a memorable
conference experience for the delegates who will attend the 2003
Institute next April 24th through the 26th. "The Host Committee

has been fortunate
The task of creating a memorable conference experience is enhanced 

enough to be ableby the fact that the 2003 Institute will be held in San Antonio, Texas.
Home of the Alamo, the symbol of Texas' fight to become an indepen- to secure as our

dent nation, San Antonio is the ninth largest city in the United States, conference site the
boasting a wealth of Southwestern charm and enjoyable activities for Adam's Mark Hotel,
visitors. The grandest, most elaborate and beautiful of the events which Whith is in downtown
San Antonio hosts is Fiesta!, which is an Hispanic version of Mardi
Gras held every spring. The highlights of Fiesta! are the colorful floating on the Sqn Antonio

parades which take pace on the San Antonio River which meanders River during the
through the center of downtown. climax of the Fiestp!

The Host Committee has been fortunate enough to be able to secure festivities."

as our conference site the Adam's Mark Hotel, which is in downtown on
the San Antonio River during the climax of the Fiesta! festivities. The ethnic food and
fun of Fiesta! should make for an exciting backdrop to the Institute and promises to
provide a rousing good time for all who attend.

In addition to the activities surrounding Fiesta!, the Host Committee is discussing the
feasibility of other activities which may be included as part of the Institute. These
activities include customized "theme" riverboat cruises through the downtown area.
Possibilities here include a Blues Cruise and a Mariachi Band cruise. The Host
committee is also working on the details of a reception to be held at the noteworthy
Institute of Texas Cultures, which is also located in downtown San Antonio. A visit to
the Institute of Texas Cultures will afford EASNA Institute delegates an opportunity to
learn about the rich heritage and history that forms the basis for Texas pride. It is true
that Texas is a land rich in ethnic heritage and natural resources that has formed it into
a land of great diversity. As the Institute of Texas Cultures elegantly conveys this
heritage of diversity in an eloquent fashion, it is a goal of the Host Committee to
provide the EASNA Institute delegates with this opportunity.

(continued, page 4) ~ (continued, page 2)
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2003 Institute Will Have Texas
(continued from pg 1)

The Host Committee is also discussing the possibility of a
Texas Bar B Que (at a ranch), a Cowboy Breakfast (also at
a ranch), and a golf outing. Not all of these options will be
realized, so please don't be disappointed if your favorite

isn't on the final agenda. The point is we have a

"This year the theme
multitude of options from which we can choose
to support another great EASNA Institute.

for the Institute is
'Productivity &

Of course, the real meat of the Institute is the

People: The Business
presentations by the top professionals in our
field on issues which are meaningful to our

of EAP.' Additionally, profession. This year the theme for the Institute
the topic for the is "Productivity &People: The Business of

Pre-Institute is EAP."Additionally, the topic for the Pre-Institute

Conflict Mpngge-
is "Conflict Management: Prevention and

meet: Prevention
Intervention." The Planning Committee is to be
commended for the development of the topics

and Intervention."' and the procurement of the speakers who will
bring these topics to life.

The Host Committee completed its gathering of mailing lists
from all of the major allied professions by mid-August.
Those lists have been submitted to EASNA in preparation
of the mailings to promote attendance at the Institute.

The Host Committee has also been spending many hours
soliciting sponsors and exhibitors for the 2003 Institute. The
results have been impressive with all but two of the
sponsorship opportunities having been contracted by the
middle of September. The two remaining sponsor opportu-

~u~~

nities are the final Plenary Session on Saturday and the
delegate name badges. As the members of the Host
Committee have many prospective sponsors in the works,
it is anticipated that sponsorship of the final Plenary
Session and the delegate badges will be purchased by the
first of October.

Additionally, the Host Committee is pursuing prospects for
the 40 exhibit spaces which have been set aside in the
accommodating exhibit hall at the Adam's Mark Hotel. The
fee for exhibits is $750 when reserved by December 31,
2002. Starting on January 1, 2003, the fee for an exhibit
space wiii move to $800. EA~NA has set aside ten spaces
for non-profit organizations at the special rate of $375..(All
prices are U.S.). Exhibitors can expect a good experience
based on our expectation that attendance at this year's
Institute will increase over past Institutes, and we are
working to assure that there will be plenty of foot traffic
through the exhibit area.

The Host Committee is taking steps to assure that the
Institute will be adequately and properly staffed to assist
delegates with any needs they may have. We are
committed to assuring that all delegates feel welcome and
accommodated while attending the EASNA Institute in
Texas. We all are bent on demonstrating our best Texas
brand of hospitality. The members of the Host Committee
look forward to seeing our colleagues from around the
northern hemisphere in San Antonio, April 24-26, 2003.



Enhancing Business Ethics in
EAP: A Summary of Field
Recommendations
By David A. Sharar and William White

As EA professionals cope with numerous environmental and financial pressures,
they must confront increasingly complex ethical business dilemmas, and at times,

decide if they should compromise personal ethics in order to achieve

"A recent national field business development goals and financial solvency. A recent national
field study on the most critical ethical issues facing the EA profession

study on the most asked respondents the following question: "What steps should the
critical ethical issues field take to enhance ethical sensitivities and practices?"The authors
facing the EA profession transcribed responses to this open-ended question and coded them

asked respondents the thematically into the following topical areas, which we hope will help

following question• the leaders in our field develop a road map for change:

'What steps should the 1. Educate employerslpurchasers on value. 60% of respondents

field tgke to enhance expressed a concern that our field has been unable to relate the cost

ethical sensitivities qnd of an EAP to the value it produces. Price seems to be the main
criteria for selecting an EAP, as evidenced by the decline in revenue

practices?"' per covered employee per year. The field needs to educate and
persuade employers to "pay for results" and balance price with the

vendor's ability to achieve meaningful outcomes. Reforming the price-driven
market in EAP by educating purchasers may be the single most influential
approach in helping the field adopt improved business ethical practices, not to
mention avoid the threat of financial suicide.

2. Standards enforcement. 48% of respondents believe the field needs to
translate written standards for the profession into the "reality" of day-to-day
programming and encourage compliance with quality standards to elevate ethical
practices. This may be accomplished by pursuing accreditation or better utilizing
existing processes for registering ethical complaints or receiving ethics interpreta-
tions on "grey" area issues.

3. Standards developmentlrevision. 31 % of respondents indicated the need to
r_'efine a minimum set of required credentials .or individual EA practitioners as well
as minimum standards for programs to call themselves an "EAP." There were also
requests to modify and revise the field's Codes of Ethics to include more instruc-
tive business related ethical guidelines.

4. Leadershipladvocacy. 26% of respondents called for increased collaboration
and a unified vision among the field's professional associations (EASNA and
EAPA) with an agenda that cultivates ethical business competencies and the
assurance of "core technology" programs. Asub-group encouraged EAPA and
EASNA to initiate dialogue with the Society for Human Resources Management
(SHRM) and the Association of Work-Life Professionals to see how we can
collectively work together.

5. Research & evaluation. 10% of respondents stated that we need to vastly
improve the rigor of EA effectiveness research and establish an empirical basis
for "evidenced-based" EA practice. Current research claims are either outdated or
overzealous, raising questions about the sustainability of the field's future without
a firm base of research.
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Standards Development
Fewer redundancies. Better flow. Clearer language. New
standards. These are just a few of things that you can expect
when the 2"d Edition of the EAP Standards and Self-Study

Manual is released this winter. Since the release of the

"... 2"a Edition first edition of the EAP Standards and Self-Study Manual

of the EAP in July 2001, COA has been gathering feedback from the

Standards and
field in order to revise the standards and make them a
stronger, better product. With the assistance of numerous

Self-Study EASNA members, including the EASNA Standards
Mpnugl is Committee, individual EASNA Peer Reviewers who

relegsed this provided comment during site visits and peer trainings,

winter." plus the EASNA members who offered feedback at the
_ panel meeting this past Apri!, COA's Standards Division

ryas drafted a new set of standards.

Currently, the draft standards are in the field comment period
where COA seeks feedback from the entire EAP field. If you
haven't had a chance to see the standards, please take the time
to visit COA's website, www.coanet.org. ;

Accredited EAPs
The Council on Accreditation (COA) and EASNA are proud to
announce that three employee assistance programs (EAPs)
have recently become accredited under the 1St Edition of the
EAP Standards and Self-Study Manual. Two of these EAPs,

Warren Shepell Consultants Corporation and Genesis,
"Each EAP is recently received their official notification of accreditation.

receiving q One other EAP will be receiving notification materials in

four-yegr the next several weeks. Information will be made public

accreditation."
as soon as the notification letter is sent out.

In order to obtain the recognition of "accredited" by ;:OA
and EASNA, these three organizations spent a great amount of
time reviewing their polices, procedures, and practices to
ensure that they met the best practice standards of the field. To
demonstrate that their EAP complied with these best practice
standards, each EAP turned in extensive pre-site documenta-
tion and then opened their door to peer reviewers who con-
ductetl an on-site visit. Each EAP is receiving afour-year
accreditation.
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President's Update
(contined from page 1)

we should be going. The Board will
spend two days in Boston reviewing
information and setting our future
direction. Thanks to all of you who
took the time to fill out the survey.

Finally, I have had the opportunity as
president to represent EASNA on the
Joint Industry Alliance. Dr. Ron
Mandersheid, Ph.D., from the Center
for Mental Health Services, convenes
this group chaired by Dr. Dale Masi. It
includes representatives from internal
and external EAPs, EAP consultants,
the U.S. government, EAPA, EASNA,
EAP Roundtable, and accrediting
bodies. The Mission of the group is "to
bring together apublic/private
partnership to further develop a
valued and recognized EAP industry."
Presently, the group is working on:

• establishing an EAP coalition
that would promote cohesive-
ness, reduce fragmentation, and
engage in common action when
appropriate.

• defining standard measurements
for practice.

It is an exciting time to be in the field
of employee assistance. I believe the
activities in which EASNA is participat-
ing are paving the way for a more
cohesive future.

MargaretAltmix, LISW, CEAP
President

2003 INSTITUTE
On-line Institute registration and Call
for Papers available in October 2002.

Visit the EASNA website:

www easna.org/
easinstitutepage.htm


